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We operate mainly internationally exporting Italian design and manufacturing “Made 
in Italy” in the world.

Our headquarter is in Milan, in Via Monte Napoleone 8, in the heart of world fashion. 
We are also present in Moscow, Miami, Marbella, Nowy Sacz.

International leader in Smart home systems integration, as well as                                part-
ner. We boast more than 20 years of experience and we have an excellent staff of 10 
professionals including engineers, technicians and programmers. 

We design, provide and install innovative audio/video, networking, Smart home and 
entertainment systems in the following sectors: Architectural (private residences) 
and Business (buildings, offices, museums, hotels...).

EMMENET
ENGINEERING

We are solution integrators able to realize the desires of our customers and 
to communicate with all the members of the project: owners, designers, 
architects, real estate brokers, technical directors and builders. We are a 
company that has always been attentive and oriented towards innovation 
and changing times.



You will thus have “at your fingertips” all the services, practically a mix of safety, 
comfort and functionality.

A graphics with a very pleasant design and a truly intuitive navigation logic will 
become a part of your daily life, becoming familiar after 2 minutes of use, regardless 
of how large your residence is and how much you like technology.

A CRESTRON system made by EMMENET, must be an improvement to your living 
conditions, more than just to add value to your home. And we make this our mission, 
rather then simply our business.

you can manage your habits, schedule your activities, 
make the most of the potential of each device or techno-

logy, such as:

- turn on, off or dimm the lights;
- choose the color and intensity of your relax lighting LEDs;

- adjust the temperature of the air conditioning or heating system;
- open doors, windows, curtains and shutters;

- coordinate your multimedia equipment choosing your TV channel or a
   movie from Netflix, Apple TV and much more;

- choose your song from the cable radio system or your favorite radio station;
- adjust the water temperature, lighting and hydro massage pool jets;

- turn on and adjust sauna;
- program the irrigation system 

and so much more.

All this managed from a single device that can simply be your Smartphone.

Everything, of course, is done by paying a special attention to the costs.
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